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We investigate the dynamics of two Jordan Wigner solvable models, namely, the one dimensional
chain of hard-core bosons (HCB) and the one-dimensional transverse field Ising model under coin-
toss like aperiodically driven staggered on-site potential and the transverse field, respectively. It
is demonstrated that both the models heat up to the infinite temperature ensemble for a minimal
aperiodicity in driving. Consequently, in the case of the HCB chain, we show that the initial current
generated by the application of a twist vanishes in the asymptotic limit for any driving frequency.
For the transverse Ising chain, we establish that the system not only reaches the diagonal ensemble
but the entanglement also attains the thermal value in the asymptotic limit following initial ballistic
growth. All these findings, contrasted with that of the perfectly periodic situation, are analytically
established in the asymptotic limit within an exact disorder matrix formalism developed using the
uncorrelated binary nature of the coin-toss aperiodicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Study of periodically driven closed quantum systems
within the framework of the Floquet theory is one of the
most prominent areas of ongoing research in the context
of non-equilibrium dynamics (for review see, [1–3]). Flo-
quet engineering4 has not only made it possible to pre-
pare systems in hard to access equilibrium phases, but it
can also generate novel non-equilibrium phases of matter
those have no equilibrium analogue. Recently discovered
spontaneous time- translational symmetry breaking time
crystals5,6, light-induced non-equilibrium superconduct-
ing and topological systems7,8, Floquet graphene9,10 and
topological insulators11, dynamical generation of Floquet
Majorana modes12 are few such intriguing examples.
On the other hand, the non-equilibrium dynamics of
periodically driven closed quantum systems also address
the issues concerning the fundamental statistical aspects
especially from the viewpoint of thermalisation13,14, dy-
namical freezing15, dynamical localisation16–18, etc.. In-
terestingly, under periodic drives the asymptotic be-
haviour of the system depends crucially upon the inte-
grability or non-integrability of the underlying system.
A periodically driven system of free fermions stops ab-
sorbing energy in the asymptotic limit of driving13 and
reaches a periodic state which can be viewed as a peri-
odic generalized Gibbs ensemble with an extensive num-
ber of stroboscopically conserved quantities14. For a non-
integrable system, on the other hand, the system is be-
lieved to absorb energy indefinitely and reach the infinite
temperature ensemble (ITE)19. For a class of (nearly
integrable) systems, however, there is a possibility of
pre-thermalisation20. Further, a periodically driven non-
integrable system does not necessarily thermalise rather
may reach a many-body localized phase21. It has also
been reported that a many-body localised phase may get
destabilised under a periodic driving22.
Although the statistical nature of the periodic steady
states attained depending upon the integrability of the
system in question, has become of great interest to a
growing community, recently, there have been several
studies which probe the role of aperiodicity on the dy-
namics and the emergent steady states23,24. Exploring
the consequences of breaking the time periodic structure
of the drive with an aperiodic noise, for free fermionic
systems, it was shown that the system heats up to an
ITE; however, for a self-similar disorder distribution,
the resulting unitary dynamics leads to new emergent
steady states, for instance, geometric generalized Gibbs
ensemble23. The time periodicity in periodic driving
can also be broken using a biased coin-toss (or biased
random walk) protocol: A Jordan-Wigner solvable free
fermion system is again found to heat up to infinite tem-
perature in the asymptotic limit of driving even for the
slightest deviation from perfect periodicity. Further, the
asymptotic value of the residual energy can be derived
within an exact analytical disorder matrix (D-matrix)
framework24. Furthermore, this D-matrix formalism can
determine the behavior of local and global observables
clearly separating out the universal and non-universal
features those coalesce to generate an intriguing inter-
play. We also note in passing that it was established
long back25,26 that the expectation value of the kinetic
energy operator of a noisy δ-perturbed single quantum
rotator grows in time in an unbounded fashion, whereas
in the present models we consider, the residual energy
reaches a finite value in the asymptotic limit.
Our goal in this work is not only to study the proper-
ties of Jordan Wigner integrable systems once it reaches
an ITE but also to quantitatively study the approach of
the system towards the ITE by looking at the behavior
of certain local operators like the current and the resid-
ual energy in the presence of a coin-toss like aperiodic
driving. One-dimensional hard core Bosonic (HCB) sys-
tems, those capture the quantum phase transition from a
superfluid (SF) to a Mott insulator (MI) phase and have
been experimentally realized by trapping ultracold atoms
in optical lattices27–29, being analytically tractable, pro-
vide the perfect platform for studying the aperiodic dy-
namics of the above mentioned local quantities such as
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2the current and the residual energy. Henceforth, one of
the main questions we address here is whether the initial
current in the SF phase survive in the asymptotic limit
(t→∞) under these Floquet coin-toss kind of aperiodic
perturbations even when the HCB chain is always in the
SF phase except for the δ-function kicks at aperiodic in-
tervals.
The other fascinating question we address in this work
is that of the entanglement entropy between different
sub-parts of a large system because it measures quan-
tum correlations in a more universal and straightforward
way than do correlation functions captured in local ob-
servables such as currents and residual energies them-
selves. The amount of entanglement in the ground state
of a quantum many body system has been studied exten-
sively in literature 30,31. It is known that the entangle-
ment entropy (EE) in the ground state of a short range
d-dimensional quantum many body system 32–36 follows
an area law Sl ∼ ld−1 upto a logarithmic correction 37,38.
Interestingly, for a steady state reached by the sys-
tem undergoing a non-equilibrium dynamics which is de-
scribed by a finite temperature ensemble, the EE typi-
cally scales with volume of the subsystem39–43, Sl ∼ ld
(with certain exceptions like in the case of many body
localized systems44,45). For instance, following a sudden
quench of a one-dimensional quantum many body sys-
tem, Sl initially increases linearly with time and then
saturates to an asymptotic value which is proportional
to the block size l i.e. the volume of the subsystem39,40.
The same kind of behavior in the EE is also observed for
periodically driven one-dimensional quantum many-body
systems, but the asymptotic value that the EE attains is
in this case ascertained from a periodic steady state de-
scribed by a periodic generalized Gibbs ensemble41–43.
On the contrary, a disordered system or a state of a
many body localized system has a characteristic loga-
rithmic growth of entanglement in time46–51. Finally,
following a quench of a non-integrable system with ran-
dom initial conditions, the average EE has been found
to increase linearly with time and saturates to a ther-
mal (infinite temperature) value of EE in the asymptotic
limit of time52.
Let us summarise the main results of the paper at the
outset: in Sec. II we elaborate on the Floquet coin-toss
protocol and the D-matrix formalism deferring the calcu-
lational detail to the Appendix A. In Sec. III, we intro-
duce the model of hard-core bosons on a one-dimensional
lattice in the presence of an aperiodically kicked (and also
driven staggered potential) and show that the system in-
deed reaches an ITE in the asymptotic limit of driving
where the initial current vanishes for any frequency as
soon as a minimal aperiodicity is incorporated. The van-
ishing of the current is also illustrated using an exact
analytical approach based on the D-matrix formalism.
In the process, we also compare with the corresponding
perfectly periodic situation when for the δ-kicking there
is a dynamical localisation for which the current van-
ishes only in the large ω limit for asymptotic number
of driving. Regarding the entanglement entropy (Sl) of
the paradigmatic one dimensional transverse field Ising
model (TFIM) presented in Sec. IV, we establish that,
in contrast to the perfectly periodic situation, the Sl
reaches the thermal value in the asymptotic limit for any
frequency as a result of aperiodicity which can be ana-
lytically established using the D-matrix formalism. Re-
markably, the initial ballistic growth of the Sl and the
maximum stroboscopic group velocity are found to be
robust against the aperiodic perturbation. In Appendix
B, we make recourse the D-matrix formalism and ana-
lytically establish that the Sl indeed attains the thermal
value l for any driving frequency in the asymptotic limit.
Let us emphasise that although in subsequent sections,
we shall present results choosing a particular value of p,
the conclusions we draw are independent of choice of p
and are valid for any finite aperiodicity p 6= 0, 1.
II. FLOQUET COIN TOSS DYNAMICS
To illustrate the essential idea behind the Floquet coin-
toss problem, let us consider a periodically driven two-
level system with Hamiltonian H(t+T ) = H(t), initially
prepared in the state |ψ(0)〉. We revisit the disorder ma-
trix formalism which provides an exact analytical frame-
work when temporal binary disorder is introduced on top
of the periodic driving24.
For a perfectly periodic situation, it is convenient to
define a time evolution operator over a complete time pe-
riod (T ) as F(T ) = T exp
(
−i ∫ T
0
H(t)dt
)
. The strobo-
scopic dynamics of the system is governed by an effective
static Hamiltonian HF , the so called Floquet Hamilto-
nian, defined as F(T ) = exp(−iHFT ). After N strobo-
scopic intervals of time (i.e., after N complete periods),
the state of the system is given by
|ψ(NT )〉 = [F(T )]N |ψ(0)〉 (1)
= r+e−iµ
+NT |φ+〉+ r−e−iµ−NT |φ−〉 ,
where |φ±〉 are the eigenstates of the Floquet Hamilto-
nian (HF ) with corresponding eigenvalues µ
± (called Flo-
quet quasi-energies) and the overlaps r± = 〈φ±|ψ(0)〉.
In the Floquet coin-toss situation,24 a parameter (γ)
of the system is driven in time in the following way:
γ(t) =
N∑
n=1
gnf(t), (2)
where f(t) = f(t+ T ), is a periodic function of time and
N is the number of complete periods. Notably, the pa-
rameter gn is a binary random variable which takes the
value either 1 with probability (bias) p or 0 with probabil-
ity (1−p), drawn randomly from a binomial distribution.
Consequently, gn = 0 refers to the free evolution of the
system for the time interval (n−1)T to nT i.e., there is a
finite probability (1−p) that the periodic drive is missing
3over any complete time period. The uncorrelated binary
randomness in the parameter gn represents a coin-toss
like stochastically periodic driving. The case with p = 1
represents the perfectly periodic situation while p = 0
implies the free evolution of the system.
In the coin-toss like aperiodic situation, we can define a
generic time evolution operator describing the evolution
of the system from (n− 1)T to nT given by,
U(gn) =
{
F(T ), if gn = 1,
U0(T ), if gn = 0,
(3)
where U0(T ) = exp(−iH0T ) is the time evolution op-
erator for the free Hamiltonian H0. The time evolved
state at a time t = NT can then be written as time or-
dered product of the N generic time evolution operators
as follows:
|ψ(NT )〉 = U(gN )U(gN−1).......U(g2)U(g1)|ψ(0)〉. (4)
Therefore, the expectation value of some operator Oˆ,
time-independent or periodic with a time period T , at
time t = NT is given by,
〈Oˆ(NT )〉 = 〈ψ(0)|U†(g1)U†(g2).......U†(gN )
× OˆU(gN )........U(g2)U(g1)|ψ(0)〉. (5)
The quantum average defined in Eq. (5) also needs to be
averaged over disorder configurations. To achieve that
within an analytical framework, we use the eigenstates
of the initial Hamiltonian H0 as basis states and arrive
at the expression (see Appendix A) of the configuration
averaged expectation value:
〈Oˆ(NT )〉 =
∑
j0,jN ,i0,iN
〈ψ(0)|j0〉〈jN |Oˆ|iN 〉〈i0|ψ(0)〉
[
DN
]
j0jN i0iN
; (6)
here, ji = 1, 2, ii = 1, 2,∀i = 0, N , and the states |1〉 =
|ψ0g〉 and |2〉 = |ψ0e〉 refer to the ground and excited states
of the initial Hamiltonian H0. In this basis, the elements
of the (4× 4) disorder matrix D assume the form:
Dj1,j2,i1,i2 ≡
(
(1− p)eiT(Ej1−Ei1)δj1,j2δi1,i2 + p〈j2|F†(T )|j1〉〈i1|F(T )|i2〉
)
, (7)
where E1 (E2) is the ground (excited) state energy of H
0.
The above analytical approach which deals with the un-
correlated binary disorder in driving of such two level sys-
tems naturally leads to the emergence of a 4× 4 disorder
matrix D. Given the form of F(T ) and the knowledge of
disorder encoded in the bias p of driving, every element of
the D-matrix can be calculated exactly. In the Appendix
A, we also established the structure of the D-matrix in
the asymptotic limit of N analysing the eigenvalues of
the same, which assumes the following simple form,
lim
N→∞
DN =
1
2

1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
 . (8)
Notably, this asymptotic structure of theD-matrix is uni-
versal and independent of the driving protocol (δ-kicked
or sinusoidal driving), its amplitude and frequency as well
as the amount of the bias of coin-toss p. As we elaborated
in the Appendix A, the D-matrix has four eigenvalues:
one of them is unity, the other one is real having value less
than unity while the other two are complex conjugates
of each other with magnitude less than unity. Although
the eigenvalue unity dictates the asymptotic universal be-
haviour, the other eigenvalues having modulus less than
unity vanish in the asymptotic limit while solely deter-
mining all the non-universal early time behaviour of the
quantities of interest.
We emphasise that although for a general many-body
system the indices of the D-matrix can run over 2N val-
ues, in this work we shall focus on free fermionic many-
body quantum systems those can be decomposed into
decoupled two-level systems for each conserved quasi-
momenta mode k and hence the indices run over two
values only throughout the rest of our work.
4FIG. 1: (Color online) Brillouin zone of the HCB chain
with zero staggered potential showing the ground state (blue
dashed line) state and the excited (red solid line) state for the
twist ν = 0 (top) and ν 6= 0 (bottom).
III. HARD-CORE BOSONIC SYSTEM AND
CURRENT
A. The 1D Hard Core Bosonic Chain
In this section, we shall focus on a one dimensional
chain of hard core bosons (HCB) on a lattice of L sites
described by the Hamiltonian
H = −t
L∑
i=1
(
b†i bi+1 + b
†
i+1bi
)
(9)
where t is the hopping amplitude (henceforth, scaled
to unity) and bi(b
†
i ) are the bosonic annihilation (cre-
ation) operators satisfying the periodic boundary con-
dition bL+1 = b1 with the additional on-site hard-
core conditions (bi)
2 = (b†i )
2 = 0 and {bi, b†i} = 1
which forbids the double occupancy. Applying Jordan-
Wigner transformation bi =
∏i−1
l=1 exp
(
ipic†l cl
)
ci and
b†i = c
†
i
∏i−1
l=1 exp
(
−ipic†l cl
)
, where ci is the fermionic
annihilation operator, the bosonic system described in
Eq. (9) can be mapped on to a noninteracting spin-less
fermionic system given by the Hamiltonian:
H = −
L∑
i=1
(
c†i ci+1 + c
†
i+1ci
)
(10)
Considering an anti-periodic boundary condition on
fermions cL+1 = −c1, the Hamiltonian gets decoupled
in the Fourier space as H = −2t∑k cos k(c†kck), where
the allowed quasi-momenta are given by k = 2pim/L
with m = −(L− 1)/2, ...,−1/2, 1/2, ..., (L− 1)/2. Intro-
ducing a pseudo spin basis |k〉 = c†k|0〉 ≡ (1, 0)T and
|k + pi〉 = c†k+pi|0〉 ≡ (0, 1)T , we can recast the Hamil-
tonian into a 2 × 2 form for each mode k in the range
−pi/2 ≥ k ≥ pi/2:
Hk = −2 cos kσz, (11)
where σz is the Pauli matrix. Clearly, the ground state
of the system for each allowed k mode is (1, 0)T .
When the system defined in Eq. (9) is subjected to
an on-site staggered potential varying between +V and
−V in alternate sites, a coupling between |k〉 and |k + pi〉
is generated. For each mode k, the form of the 2 × 2
Hamiltonian becomes,
Hk = −2 cos kσz + V σx. (12)
Consequently a gap opens up in the spectrum at k =
±pi/2 for any nonzero value of V and a phase transition
occurs from a gapped Mott-insulator to a gap-less super-
fluid phase at V = 029.
Let us now consider a boosted form of the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (9)16,29,53,
Hν = −
L∑
i=1
(
b†i bi+1e
−iν + h.c.
)
, (13)
which amounts to shifting momentum k to k − ν. The
boosted Hamiltonian through gauge transformation can
be made equivalent to a Hamiltonian with a twist in the
boundary condition16. In this case,the ground state for
individual k mode is given by (0, 1)T for −pi/2 ≥ k ≥
−pi/2 + ν and (1, 0)T for −pi/2 + ν ≥ k ≥ −pi/2 as
shown in Fig. 1. This asymmetry leads to a finite non-
zero amount of current in the ground state of the system.
Introducing the current operator:
jˆ = − 1
L
(
∂Hν
∂ν
)
ν=0
= (i/L)
L∑
i=1
(b†i bi+1 − b†i+1bi), (14)
we find that for each k mode the current operator as-
sumes the form jˆk = (2/L) sin kσz. Taking the average
over the initial ground state as shown in Fig. 1 with
ν 6= 0, the total initial current of the system in the ther-
modynamic limit (L→∞) is found to be j = (2/pi) sin ν.
B. The Current and The Residual Energy under
periodic and aperiodic driving
After preparing the initial state of the system as the
current carrying ground state of the twisted Hamiltonian,
we subsequently remove the twist (i.e., set ν = 0) at
t = 0. We then explore the behaviour of the residual en-
ergy of the system and the initial current under the appli-
cation of a perfectly periodic drive and coin-toss like ape-
riodic drive of the staggered potential choosing the proto-
col given in Eq. (2) with γ(t) = V (t). Let us first consider
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) The residual energy (RE) and (b) current (J(N)) plotted as a function of stroboscopic intervals
(N) for HCB chain with periodically kicked (p = 1) staggered potential with several values of frequency (ω). Both the RE as
well as the current reach frequency dependent steady state values. The mean value of the current decreases monotonically with
increasing frequency and vanishes in the asymptotic limit of N for very large value of ω resulting in the dynamical localisation.
In the Fig. (c) and Fig. (d), we plotted the disorder averaged RE and current, respectively, with aperiodically kicked (with
bias p = 0.5) staggered potential. We observed that for all the frequencies RE goes to a universal value (corresponding to
the infinite temperature) while the current vanishes in the asymptotic limit of N . Here, the amplitude of kicking α = pi/16,
twist parameter ν = 0.2, and the system size L = 1000 and we observe similar behaviour for all values of p 6= 0, 1. In the case
of aperiodic drive, the current vanishes very fast as a function of N compared to the dynamical localisation situation in the
periodic high frequency δ-kicking.
the perfectly periodic situation with p = 1, considering
two driving protocols with amplitude α: (i) delta kicking
of the staggered potential , f(t) =
∑N
n=1 αδ(t− nT ) and
(2) sinusoidal driving, f(t) = α sin(2pit/T ), where α is
the amplitude of driving. Let us note here that for the
periodic delta kicking, we can find an analytical form of
the Floquet evolution operator,
Fk(T ) = e−iασxei2T cos kσz , (15)
whereas, for sinusoidal driving the same can only be ob-
tained numerically.
The residual energy (excess energy over the ground
state) after N complete period of kicking/driving
is given by res(NT ) =
1
L
∑
k (ek(NT )− ek(0)),
where ek(NT ) = 〈ψk(NT )|H0k |ψk(NT )〉 and ek(0) =〈ψk(0)|H0k |ψk(0)〉; here H0k is the initial Hamiltonian.
The expression of current after N complete periods is
J(NT ) =
∑
k〈ψk(NT )|jˆk|ψk(NT )〉. Therefore, evalua-
tion of both the residual energy and current involves cal-
culation of 〈ψk(NT )|σz|ψk(NT )〉 for individual k mode.
For perfectly periodic case (p = 1),
〈ψk(NT )|σz|ψk(NT )〉 = (16)∑
m,n=±
rm∗k r
n
k e
i( µmk −µnk )NT 〈φmk |σz|φmk 〉.
In the asymptotic limit, a periodic steady state value
of the residual energy and the current is given by the
expression: ∑
m=±
|rmk |2〈φmk |σz|φmk 〉, (17)
Here we have exploited the fact that all the rapidly os-
cillating terms (with m 6= n in Eq. (16)) decay to zero in
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) The residual energy (RE) and (b) the current (J(N)) plotted as a function of stroboscopic intervals
(N) for HCB chain with perfectly periodic (p = 1) sinusoidal driving of the staggered potential. Unlike the delta kicking,
both the RE and the current stick to their initial value for very high frequency of driving resulting implying the absence
of dynamical localization. In the Fig. (c) and Fig. (d), we plotted the disorder averaged RE and current, respectively, for
aperiodically sinusoidal driving (with bias p = 0.5) of staggered potential. We also observed the saturation of RE to infinite
temperature value and vanishing of the current in this case for all values of ω similar to the aperiodic delta kicked situation.
Here, we have chosen amplitude of driving α = 5, twist parameter ν = 0.2, and the system size L = 1000.
this asymptotic limit of N when summed over all the k
modes.
For perfectly periodic delta kicking, there is a satu-
ration in the stroboscopic residual energy and vanishing
of the initial current in the asymptotic limit of driving
(N →∞) in the limit of large ω (compared to the max-
imum band width). This means that the system reaches
a periodic steady state where it stops absorbing energy
and the vanishing of the initial current can be attributed
to the phenomena of dynamical localization as reported
already in Ref.16 Diagonalising the Floquet evolution op-
erator to obtain |φ±k 〉 and r±k and using the Eq. (16),
we evaluated the RE and current as shown in Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) choosing different values of the frequency.
Clearly, the system indeed reaches a periodic steady state
when the RE approaches a frequency dependent constant
value as N →∞. Similarly, current goes to zero for very
high frequency (say, ω = 100) as the transient oscillations
die out in the asymptotic limit; on the contrary, for the
small values of frequency the current saturates to some
non zero frequency dependent value.
Let us digress to the aperiodic situation with p 6= 1. In
the Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), we show the disorder averaged
stroboscopic residual energy and current for the aperiodic
kicking (p 6= 1) for different frequency of the stroboscopic
intervals. It is evident that for all the frequencies the RE
saturates to a universal value and the current goes to zero
in the asymptotic limit of N . These results can be an-
alytically shown using the disorder matrix formalism by
calculating the averaged value of 〈ψk(NT )|σz|ψk(NT )〉
over several configurations. For this purpose, we use the
Eq. (6), with operator Oˆ ≡ σz. For each k mode, we then
find
〈σz(NT )〉k ≡ 〈ψk(NT )|σz|ψk(NT )〉 (18)
=
{∑2
i=1(−1)i
[
DNk
]
1,i,1,i
, for −pi2 ≤ k ≤ −pi2 + ν,∑2
i=1(−1)i
[
DNk
]
2,i,2,i
, for −pi2 + ν ≤ k ≤ +pi2 ,
where in the above two equations, the 1st and 3rd index
7of the DN are fixed to 1 (in the first equation) and 2
(in the second equation) by the initial state |ψk(0)〉 =
|1〉 = (0, 1)T for −pi2 ≤ k ≤ −pi2 + ν (Region I) and
|ψk(0)〉 = |2〉 = (1, 0)T for −pi2 + ν ≤ k ≤ +pi2 (Region II)
respectively. While, the other index of the remaining two
indices is absent due to the relation 〈i|σz|j〉 = (−1)iδij .
Now using Eq. (18), we can calculate the configuration
averaged value of residual energy and current at time
t = NT , which are given by,
res(NT ) =
1
L
∑
k
{
−2 cos k〈σz(NT )〉k − ek(0)
}
,(19)
J(NT ) =
1
L
∑
k
{
2 sin k〈σz(NT )〉k
}
. (20)
In the asymptotic limit (N → ∞), from the structure
of the N th power of the D matrix in the Eq. (8), the
quantity 〈σz(NT )〉k vanishes for each k mode in both
the Regions I and II. So in the asymptotic limit, the ini-
tial current in the system goes to zero. On the contrary,
the residual energy of the system saturates to the value of
residual energy of an infinite temperature ensemble and
is given by res(∞) = −1/L
∑
k ek(0) = 1.272. Com-
paring the Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d), we observed that in
the case of aperiodic δ-kicking, the current vanishes very
fast as function of N compared to the dynamically lo-
calised situation in the periodic high frequency δ-kicking.
This is because in the aperiodic case, two complex con-
jugate eigenvalues of the D-matrix, responsible for the
transient oscillations, have modulus less than unity and
vanish faster in the large N limit.
Let us now consider the case of sinusoidal driving. In
the perfectly periodic case, i.e., p = 1, we numerically
diagonalise the Floquet operator and calculate the RE
and the current using Eq. (16): results are presented in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b). It is noteworthy that here in the
high frequency limit the system fails to respond to the
drive at all, and both the RE and current stick to their
initial values. This is because of the fact that in the high
frequency limit the effective Floquet Hamiltonian can be
approximated as HFk ∼ (1/T )
∫ T
0
dtHk(t) i.e., equal to
the bare Hamiltonian H0k as the integral over a complete
period of sin(2pit/T ) vanishes and therefore the effect pe-
riodic driving essentially disappears. This is in contrast
to the case for p = 1 delta kick situation, where the
time-averaged Hamiltonian has a non zero mean over a
complete period of time and there is a possibility of dy-
namical localisation in the large ω limit which is absent
in the case of sinusoidal driving. However, in the ape-
riodic case p 6= 1 (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)), we establish
that the asymptotic universal nature of the stroboscopic
RE and current is identical to the aperiodically δ-kicked
situation. Although numerical results are presented for
p = 0.5, this universal nature holds for any non-zero value
of p. Our results therefore establish that the current van-
ishes in the asymptotic limit of the aperiodic driving for
any frequency for infinitesimal aperiodicity (i.e, for any
p 6= 1). This vanishing of the current is also expected
from the D-matrix analysis discussed above in the con-
text of aperiodic δ-kicks as the asymptotic structure of
the D-matrix is independent of the driving protocol as
discussed in Sec. II.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY
In this section, we shall calculate the entanglement en-
tropy (Sl) by dividing the one dimensional many-body
system into two parts, a subsystem (A with block size of
linear dimension l) and the rest of the system (B with
block size L − l, where L is the length of the total sys-
tem) and computing the reduced density matrix (ρl) of
the subsystem A. The block entanglement entropy (Sl)
is defined as,
Sl = −Tr [ρl log2(ρl)] . (21)
A. The Transverse Field Ising Model (TFIM)
For studying the entanglement entropy, we shall use
the paradigmatic one-dimensional TFIM described by
the Hamiltonian,
H = −1
2
L∑
n=1
[
τxnτ
x
n+1 + h(t)τ
z
n
]
(22)
where h(t) is the time dependent transverse field and
τ in {i = x, y, z} are the Pauli spin matrices defined
at the nth site. This model can be exactly solved
via a Jordan-Wigner mapping of spin variables to
spinless fermions
(
cn, c
†
n
)
53; through the transforma-
tion relations, cn = exp
(
pii
∑n−1
j=1 a
†
jaj
)
an and c
†
n =
a†n exp
(
−pii∑n−1j=1 a†jaj) where an = 12 (τxn − iτyn). Us-
ing the translational invariance of the lattice, one em-
ploys a Fourier transformation, cn =
1√
L
∑
k cke
ink and
the Hamiltonian can be decoupled in to 2× 2 blocks for
each Fourier mode such that H =
∑
kHk with,
Hk = (h(t)− cos k)c†kck +
sin k
2
(c†kc
†
−k + ckc−k),
where the allowed values of k modes are k = 2mpiL with
m = −L−12 , ...,− 12 , 12 , ..., L−12 corresponds to the anti-
periodic boundary condition for the fermions with even
number of L. We note that, Hk connects only the definite
parity sector i.e. the vacuum of Jordan-Wigner fermions
|0〉 with c†kc†−k|0〉 or c†k|0〉 with c†−k|0〉. Furthermore con-
sidering the even parity sector, in the basis of |0〉 and
c†kc
†
−k|0〉, Hk can be written in terms of Pauli matrices
as Hk = (h(t)− cosk)σz + sinkσx.
We recall that it has already been established that un-
der an aperiodic driving (or kick) within a coin-toss pro-
tocol, the TFIM reaches the ITE; the residual energy
has a bounded growth to an asymptotic value24 similar
8to the HCB chain discussed in Sec. III B. In the subse-
quent discussion, we shall probe the manifestation of ITE
in the asymptotic behaviour of entanglement entropy in
the process exploring the nature of its initial growth in
time.
At t = 0, we assume that the system is in the ground
state of H with h(t = 0) = h0. This ground state has the
following BCS like form,
|ψ(0)〉 =
∏
k>0
(
v0k + u
0
kc
†
kc
†
−k
)
|0〉 (23)
with v0k = cos(θk/2) and u
0
k = − sin(θk/2) where the
angle θk is given by tan θk = (sin k)/(h
0 − cos k). As the
dynamics does not mix the parity subspaces, the time
evolved state can be written as,
|ψ(t)〉 =
∏
k>0
(
vk(t) + uk(t)c
†
kc
†
−k
)
|0〉 (24)
where the coefficients uk(t) and vk(t) are the solutions of
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation,
i~
d
dt
(
uk(t)
vk(t)
)
= Hk(t)
(
uk(t)
vk(t)
)
(25)
with the initial condition uk(0) = u
0
k and vk(0) = v
0
k.
B. Evolution of EE
To compute the time evolution of the EE of the same
model, we introduce two l × l correlation matrices54 C
and F of the JW-fermions with the matrix elements
Cmn = 〈ψ(t)|c†mcn|ψ(t)〉 and Fmn = 〈ψ(t)|c†mc†n|ψ(t)〉
respectively, where 1 ≤ m,n ≤ l. Finally, EE can be
calculated from the Von Neumann entropy of a 2l × 2l
correlation matrix defined as,
Cl(t) =
(
I − C F
F † C
)
(26)
where I is the l×l identity matrix. Now the entanglement
entropy of the sub-block of size l is given by,
Sl(t) = −Tr [Cl(t) log Cl(t)] = −
2l∑
i
λi(t) log [λi(t)] (27)
where λi(t) are the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix
Cl(t), and they come in pairs of λ(t) and 1 − λ(t). We
note that the EE computed from the correlation matrix is
exactly equal to that obtained from the Von Neumann en-
tropy of the reduced density matrix ρl given in Eq. (21).
C. Results
We first consider a sudden quench at t = 0 from the
unentangled state at h0 =∞ to the critical point h = 1;
following this, the spin chain is driven with the protocol
given in Eq. (2) as, h(t) = 1 +γ(t) with f(t) = α sin(ωt).
For the perfectly periodic situation p = 1, the strobo-
scopic evolution is governed by the Floquet Hamilto-
nian. Constructing the Floquet operator Fk(T ) for each
k mode by solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation,
the state at time t = NT can be easily obtained from the
product of N Floquet evolution operators acting on the
initial state:
|ψk(NT )〉 = [Fk(T )]N |ψk(0)〉 (28)
=
(
vk(NT ) + uk(NT )c
†
kc
†
−k
)
|0〉
Having obtained the state |ψ(NT )〉 = ∏k|ψk(NT )〉, one
can calculate the following correlation matrix elements
Cmn =
1
L
∑
k
|uk(NT )|2e−ik(m−n), (29)
Fmn =
1
L
∑
k
u∗k(NT )vk(NT )e
−ik(m−n). (30)
The knowledge of the correlation matrix Cl(NT ) enables
us to calculate Sl(NT ) using the Eq. (27).
For perfectly periodic drive, it can be shown that
growth of the EE is linear in time up to a crossover time
t∗ ∼ l/2 and it saturates to the periodic steady state
value proportional to the subsystem size l in the asymp-
totic limit. Remarkably although this steady value can
be obtained from the diagonal ensemble described by the
density matrix
ρDk (p = 1) =
( |r+k |2 0
0 |r−k |2
)
,
it does not saturate to the thermal value in the asymp-
totic limit (see Fig. 4(a)). The initial linear growth is
dictated by the maximum stroboscopic group velocity of
the Floquet quasi-particles, which in turn is given by
the momentum derivative of the dispersion relations of
Floquet spectrum as vmax = |(dµk/dk)|max. The linear
rise of the EE can be physically understood in terms of
the excitations that occur at each point of the system in
terms of a pair of left and right moving highly entangled
quasi-particles with a constant velocity v ≤ vmax. Now
the amount of entanglement between the subsystem and
the rest of the system is given by the number of pairs
of entangled quasi-particles that have one particle in the
subsystem while the other one is outside. So the EE in-
creases linearly in time up to a time t∗ = l/(2vmax), when
the quasi-particle originating at the middle of the subsys-
tem reaches the boundary. After the crossover time t∗,
the EE dos not abruptly saturate to its asymptotic value
due to existence of the slow moving quasi-particles. Fi-
nally when quasi-particle pairs from every point of the
subsystem is outside, EE saturates to a value which is
proportional to l. We further note that the quasi-revivals
observed in Fig. 4(a) occur due to the finite size effects.
These quasi-revivals first occur at time tr = L/vmax,
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) The entanglement entropy for the TFIM as function of stroboscopic intervals with different values
of subsystem size l for perfectly periodic drive (p = 1). (b) Configuration averaged EE plotted as function of stroboscopic
intervals for the aperiodic drive (p = 0.5). We have chosen sinusoidal driving with frequency ω = 10, amplitude α = 5, total
system size L = 100 in both the cases and for the aperiodic case the EE is averaged over 1000 configurations. Note that we
use logarithmic scale in both the axes to show the initial linear growth as well as the saturation in large time limit. In both
the cases a linear growth of EE is present up to a crossover time t∗ = l/2 and the quasi-revivals occur at tr = L/vmax, which
is independent of l. See the gridlines along y-axis to note the saturation value.
when the pair of quasi-particles with velocity vmax again
travel back to the same point in the subsystem.
We shall now analyse the growth of the EE for the
aperiodic driving (0 < p < 1) protocol. We calculate
the EE using a method identical to that discussed above
for the p = 1 case for a particular disorder configura-
tion: take the average over several configurations to get
the configuration averaged value of the EE (Sl(N)). The
result thus obtained is shown in Fig. 4(b). Remarkably,
the dynamical features such as short time linear growth,
quasi-revivals do indeed persist even when the dynamics
is aperiodic. Further, the maximum speed of the prop-
agation of quasi-particles remains nearly unaltered for
p 6= 1 as both the t∗ and tr are remain same as the p = 1
case. However comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we note
sharp contrast: In the aperiodic case, the EE increases
with time till it saturated to the maximum possible value
which is the thermal value sl(∞) = l. Therefore a tem-
poral disorder in the periodic driving not only leads to
a diagonal ensemble but remarkably renders an infinite
temperature ensemble given by the density matrix
ρD(p 6= 1) =
(
1
2 0
0 12
)
.
We can use the disorder matrix formalism to analyti-
cally establish that the averaged asymptotic value of en-
tanglement entropy Sl(∞) is indeed l. Due to underlying
ergodicity, in the limit N → ∞, the EE calculated for a
particular configuration happens to be the same as the
configuration averaged. Within the D-matrix formalism,
as elaborated in the Appendix B, one can show that the
averaged correlations 〈c†kck〉 and 〈c†kc†k〉 become 1/2 and
0 respectively in the limit N →∞, which in turn, leads a
simple form of the correlation matrix with the elements,
Cmn =
1
2L
∑
k
e−ik(m−n) =
δmn
2
, (31)
Fmn = 0.
We therefore have a diagonal form of 2l × 2l correlation
matrix Cl(∞) with all the 2l diagonal elements being
equal to 1/2. This corresponds to maximum value of
entanglement entropy Sl(∞) = l (− log2[1/2]) = l, which
is essentially the thermal (corresponding to an infinite
temperature ensemble) value of the EE.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have studied the aperiodic
driving of two Jordan-Wigner solvable models. Consider-
ing the HCB chain, we have shown that for minimal ape-
riodicity in the driving the residual energy asymptotically
reaches the value corresponding to the infinite tempera-
ture ensemble while in the perfectly periodic case (p = 1),
the residual energy saturates to a periodic steady state
value. We then proceed to study the fate of the current
present in the initial state (generated due to the applica-
tion of a twist) as a consequence of the aperiodic driving.
In the p = 1 situation, the initial current vanishes asymp-
totically in the limit of ω → ∞ for δ-kicking leading to
the so-called dynamical localisation. In the case of sinu-
soidal driving, there is no such localisation in the large
ω limit, rather the maximum stroboscopic group velocity
attains a constant value. Interestingly, we have shown
that with the onset of aperiodicity, the current vanishes
in the asymptotic limit for both the protocols for any fre-
quency and any p 6= 1. Using the D-matrix formalism,
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we have shown this vanishing of current within an exact
analytical framework.
Regarding the entanglement entropy, we have estab-
lished that for any p 6= 1 and any frequency, the system
is described by a thermal diagonal ensemble, i.e., interest-
ingly Sl attains the thermal value of l in the asymptotic
limit unlike the p = 1 situation when the resulting diago-
nal ensemble in not thermal. Using the N →∞ structure
of the D-matrix, we have established that indeed the Sl
attains the thermal value l in that limit. Remarkably,
short-time linear growth of Sl and quasi-revival struc-
ture remain robust against the aperiodic perturbation
and persists irrespective of the value of p, which implies
the maximum stroboscopic group velocity is unaffected
for aperiodic driving. This linear growth and the asymp-
totic saturation to the thermal value is similar to the
temporal growth of Sl as observed following a sudden
quench of a non-integrable model52; this implies that the
temporal aperiodicity in periodic driving breaks the un-
derlying integrability of the model.
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Appendix A: Construction of the D-matrix and its
structure in the limit N →∞
In this appendix, we will show the emergence of the
4 × 4 disorder matrix for each momentum mode k as
result of the binary disorder present on top of the periodic
driving and it’s structure in the assymptotic limit of N .
Recalling the equation (5), under the application of
coin-toss like aperiodic drive, the expectation value of
some operator Oˆ after N stroboscopic intervals is given
by,
〈Oˆ(NT )〉 = 〈ψ(0)|U†(g1)U†(g2).......U†(gN )
× OˆU(gN )........U(g2)U(g1)|ψ(0)〉. (A1)
Introducing 2(N + 1) number of identity operators∑2
jn=1
|jn〉〈jn| in the basis of the intial Hamiltonian H0k ,
we can write the above equation as,
〈Oˆ(NT )〉 =
∑
j0,j2,....,jN
i0,i1,....,iN
〈ψ(0)|j0〉〈j0|U†(g1)|j1〉〈j1|U†(g2)|j2〉 . . . 〈jN−1|U†(gN )|jN 〉〈jN |Oˆ|iN 〉 (A2)
×〈iN |U(gN )|iN−1〉 . . . 〈i2|U(g2)|i1〉〈i1|U(g1)|i0〉〈i0|ψ(0)〉
=
∑
j0,j2,....,jN
i0,i1,....,iN
〈ψ(0)|j0〉〈jN |H0|iN 〉〈i0|ψ(0)〉
(
N∏
m=1
〈jm−1|U†(gm)|jm〉〈im|U(gm)|im−1〉
)
As the random binary variables gm ( with probability P (gm)) are uncorrelated, we can evaluate the disorder average
of the avobe quantity as,
〈Oˆ(NT )〉 =
∑
j0,j2,....,jN
i0,i1,....,iN
〈ψ(0)|j0〉〈jN |H0|iN 〉〈i0|ψ(0)〉
[
N∏
m=1
( ∑
gm=1,0
P (gm)〈jm−1|U†(gm)|jm〉〈im|U(gm)|im−1〉
)]
=
∑
j0,jN ,i0,iN
〈ψ(0)|j0〉〈jN |Oˆ|iN 〉〈i0|ψ(0)〉
[
DN
]
j0jN i0iN
where in the right hand side of the equation DN is the N th power of a 4 × 4 matrix D with the following matrix
elements:
Dj1,j2,i1,i2 ≡
(
(1− p)eiT(Ej1−Ei1)δj1,j2δi1,i2 + p〈j2|F†(T )|j1〉〈i1|F(T )|i2〉
)
, (A3)
As discussed in the main text, both the HCB chain
and the one dimensional TFIM can be decoupled into
two level systems for each momentum mode k. We shall
henceforth, consider the D-matrix for a particular mo-
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mentum mode k; to investigate the structure of the D(k)-
matrix in the asymptotic limit N →∞, we shall consider
a general form of the Floquet evolution operator Fk(T )
in the basis of the eigenstates of the initial Hamiltonian
H0k as follows,
Fk(T ) .=
(
F11(k) F12(k)
−F ∗12(K) F ∗11(k)
)
(A4)
where we have |F11(k)|2 + |F12(k)|2 = 1. So the general
form of the D-matrix ( see Eq. (A3)) has the following
structure,
Dk =

(1− p) + p |F11(k)|2 pF ∗11(k)F12(k) pF ∗12(k)F11(k) p |F12(k)|2
−pF ∗11(k)F ∗12(k) (1− p) exp [−i∆φkT ] + pF ∗11(k)F ∗11(k) −pF ∗12(k)F ∗12(k) pF ∗12(k)F ∗11(k)
−pF12(k)F11(k) −pF12(k)F12(k) p exp [i∆φkT ] + pF11(k)F11(k) pF11(k)F12(k)
p |F12(k)|2 −pF12(k)F ∗11(k) −pF11(k)F ∗12(k) (1− p) + p |F11(k)|2

(A5)
where ∆φk = E2(k) − E1(k), the energy gap of H0k . To
investigate the structure of D-matrix in the asymptotic
limit, we analyze its eigenvalues. To compute four eigen-
values, one needs to solve the following eigenvalue equa-
tion:
[λ(k)− s(k)] f(λ, k) = 0 (A6)
where s(k) =
{
p+ (1− p)
(
|W11(k)|2 + |W12(k)|2
)}
=
1 as
(
|W11(k)|2 + |W12(k)|2
)
= 1, and f(k, λ) is a third
degree polynomial with all real coefficients. Thus, it is
obvious that always one of the eigenvalues λ1 = 1 with
normalized eigenvector, v1 =
1√
2
(1, 0, 0, 1)
T
for each k
mode. While one eigenvalue always sticks to unity, we
have seen that other eigenvalues (one real and the other
two complex conjugates of each other) will have a value
(or modulus) less than unity due to the presence of off-
diagonal terms in matrix in (A5) and vanish in DN (k)
whenN →∞. Given the simple structure of the diagonal
form of the limN→∞DN (k) = diag(1, 0, 0, 0), it is easy
to verify the following form of the D-matrix in N → ∞
limit,
lim
N→∞
DN (k) =
1
2

1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
 (A7)
It is noteworthy that the asymptotic form of the D-
matrix given above is independent of the protocol (i.e.,
identical for the δ-kick and the sinusoidal driving), its
frequency and amplitude and the bias of coin-toss p. Im-
portantly, while the eigenvalue λ = 1 dectate the uni-
versal asymptotic behavior, the other eigenvalues having
value or modulus less than unity determind all the non-
universal early time behavior of the quantities of interest
and depend on the bias p, amplitude α and the frequency
ω.
Appendix B: Entanglement entropy in the
asymptotic limit N →∞
In this section, we will calculate the asymptotic value
of entanglement entropy using the disorder matrix for-
malism for Floquet coin toss dynamics. To calculate
Sl(∞), we use the Eq. (6) for each k mode, where the
operator Oˆ replaced by c†k1ck2 and c
†
k1
c†k2 . Here we used
the eigenstates of H0k as basis,
|1〉 ≡ |ψgk(0)〉 =
(
v0k + u
0
kc
†
kc
†
−k
)
|0〉 (B1)
|2〉 ≡ |ψek(0)〉 =
(
u0∗k − v0∗k c†kc†−k
)
|0〉 (B2)
In this basis, one can obtain the following correlations
of the momentum modes,
〈1|c†k1ck2 |1〉 = |u0k|2δk1,k2 (B3)
〈2|c†k1ck2 |2〉 = |v0k|2δk1,k2 (B4)
〈1|c†k1ck2 |2〉 = −u0∗k v0∗k δk1,k2 (B5)
〈2|c†k1ck2 |1〉 = −u0kv0kδk1,k2 (B6)
〈1|c†k1c
†
k2
|1〉 = u0∗k v0kδk1,−k2 (B7)
〈2|c†k1c
†
k2
|2〉 = −u0∗k v0kδk1,−k2 (B8)
〈1|c†k1c
†
k2
|2〉 = u0∗k u0∗k δk1,−k2 (B9)
〈2|c†k1c
†
k2
|1〉 = v0kv0kδk1,−k2 (B10)
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So the averaged correlations after N number of stroboscopic intervals are given by,
〈c†k1ck2〉 =
(|u0k|2 [DN]1111 + |v0k|2 [DN ]2121 − u0∗k v0∗k [DN ]1121 − u0kv0k [DN]2111) δk1,k2=k (B11)
〈c†k1c
†
k2
〉 = (u0∗k v0k [DN]1111 − u0∗k v0k [DN]2121 + u0∗k u0∗k [DN ]1121 − v0kv0k [DN]2111) δk1,−k2=k
The averaged value of the elements of correlation ma-
trices C and F can be calculated by Fourier transforming
the above correlations,
Cmn =
1
L
∑
k
〈c†kck〉e−ik(m−n) (B12)
and
Fmn =
1
L
∑
k
〈c†kc†k〉e−ik(m−n) (B13)
Using the form of the D-matrix in the n → ∞ limit
(Eq. (8)), the above quantities take the following simple
form,
Cmn =
1
2L
∑
k
e−ik(m−n) =
δmn
2
(B14)
Fmn = 0
as from the Eq. (B11) 〈c†kck〉 and 〈c†kc†k〉 become 1/2
and 0 respectively. This is exactly equal to Cmn(∞) and
Fmn(∞) i.e. for a particular configuration with N →∞.
So we have a diagonal form of 2l × 2l correlation matrix
Cl(∞) with all the 2l diagonal elements being equal to
1/2.
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